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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the ongoing efforts by the author to provide efficient and accurate classification for
mass lesions in mammogram images. A study of the characteristics of true masses compared to the falsely
detected masses is carried out using wavelet decomposition transform combining with support vector
machine (SVM). In this approach, four main wavelet features are extracted from different regions of
interest in order to distinguish between TP and FP detected regions. A study of detecting regions of
interest, extracting the wavelet features and choosing the optimal learning parameters for support vector
machine are also presented in this paper. The combined between the wavelet features and SVM presented
here can successfully reduces the FP ratio to 0.05 clusters/image, with accurate TP ratio 94%.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A Texture analysis has long been an important area in image processing research, where texture
is defined [4, 6] as “complex visual patterns composed of entities or sub-patterns that have
characteristics brightness, slope, size, etc”. Basically, texture analysis aims at segmenting a
textured image into disjoint regions each with a uniform texture feature. An effective and
efficient texture segmentation method will have many useful applications such as analysis of
aerial images, biomedical images and seismic images as well as the automation of certain
industrial applications [3]. Texture feature extraction methods can be classified into four
categories: structural, statistical, model and transform-based [6]. The structural approaches
study the hierarchical structure of texture images and analyze the texture through well defined
primitives (micro-textures) and builds a hierarchy of spatial arrangements (macro-textures)
based on those primitives [6, 11]. The statistical approaches represent the texture indirectly
using the non-deterministic properties that govern the distributions and relationships between
the grey levels. Examples include the moments of the gray-level histogram, or statistics based
on the gray-level co-occurrence matrix [6]. The model based approach attempts to interpret an
image texture using models such as fractal, auto-regression, etc., in order to generate model
parameters. These parameters are the keys used to analyze the texture of an image [6, 13].
Finally, the transform based approaches, transform the textured image into the frequency
domain before applying texture analysis.
Computerized analysis of mammograms has been investigated in detection the abnormalities in
the mammogram images. Many author’s techniques are investigated in order to detect the mass
lesion in the mammogram images since regarding to the complexity in detecting these regions
[8, 9]. Mass detection is a more difficult problem compared to microcalcifications cluster
detection because masses are highly connected to the surrounding parenchymal tissue density,
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particularly for speculated lesions and they are usually surrounded by non-uniform tissue
background with similar characteristics. Usually there are three different sizes for the mass
lesion: small size (3–15 mm), middle size (15–30 mm) and large size (30–50 mm) which
increases the mass detection complexity [10, 24]. The shape, density and distribution of the
mass lesion structure could be described by its texture [5, 25]. To circumvent this issue, a new
wavelet decomposition transform method is proposed in this study, based on the fact that one of
the abnormal structures which is the mass lesion has a different texture proprieties compared to
its neighbour regions. The main purpose for this paper is to study the properties of true positive
(TP) and false positive (FP) detected regions in the mammogram images by analyzing their
wavelet features and support vector machine (SVM). The combine between wavelet feature and
support vector machine (SVM) will be used to reduce number of the detected FP regions. This
in turn would help radiologists to improve their performance and save time as they have to go
through fewer detected regions.
This paper is organized as follows. A brief survey of previous work is presented in Section 2. A
brief description for the used data based is presented in section 3. Where section 4 presents the
materials and methods that are used in this proposed approach. The results, discussion and
evaluation are presented in Section 5, while concluding remarks are given in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Previous authors have applied various types of techniques to classify the detected mass regions
in mammogram images into true positive (TP) and false positive (FP) clusters based on their
characteristic features. An automatic contour extraction scheme based on an active contour
model (Snakes) to detect the mass lesions in the mammogram images was proposed by
Nakagawa et al [14]. In this technique, they first estimate the central point of a mass lesion.
Then an initial contour is defined, and a control point’s direction of movement is limited to
directions radiating from the central point where, the contour was ended in the low contrast
level surrounding the mass lesion. Moreover, mass extraction accuracy is increased by
choosing the pixel used for processing and using two images, an edge intensity image and a
degree of separation image defined based on the concentration histogram, for the calculation of
the image forces of a snake. Their evaluation, based on 53 mammogram images, found the
algorithm’s success in detecting mass lesions ranged from 81% - 100% for 25 cases, ranged
from 61% - 80% for 12 cases and was 0% for 16 cases for which it failed detect mass lesions
which were present. A local adaptive thresholding filter for detecting mass lesion in
mammogram images was proposed by Kom et al. [15]. Their algorithm was based on a design
using two concentric widows (inner and outer) in the thresholding process. Their algorithm was
evaluated using 61 mammogram images and they achieved 95.91% true positive (TP) detection
for the mass lesions with 2 false positive (FP) clusters/image. Qian et al. [16] proposed a new
technique for detecting mass lesions using the Ipsilateral Multiview CAD System. In their
system, the mediolateral oblique (MLO) and craniocaudal (CC) views were processed using
three stages: preprocessing, suspicious regions segmentation, and a concurrent analysis method.
In the preprocessing stage, two wavelet-based methods were used for image decomposition and
enhancement: a directional wavelet transform (DWT) was used for multiorientation signal
decomposition, and a tree structured wavelet transform (TSWT) was designed as an efficient
multiresolution enhancement approach. The suspicious region segmentation was carried out
using the Fuzzy C-means (FCM) algorithm. Finally, feature extraction and concurrent analysis
was carried out in order to classify the suspicious regions into TP or FP regions. Their algorithm
achieved on average 89.6% TP with 1 FP cluster/image. Sun et al. [17] modified the ipsilateral
multi-view mammograms aiming to improve detection accuracy. They employed nonlinear treestructured filtering for image noise suppression, two wavelet-based methods, directional
wavelet transform and tree-structured wavelet transform for image enhancement, and adaptive
fuzzy C-means algorithm for segmentation on each mammogram of the same breast. A
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concurrent analysis was developed for iterative analysis of ipsilateral multi-view mammograms
by inter-projective feature matching analysis. The modified algorithm achieved 90% TP
segmentation of mass lesions with 3 FP clusters/image. Artificial intelligent techniques for the
detection of malignant mass lesions were investigated by Cheng et al. [18] who presented a
novel fuzzy neural network (FNN) approach. The FNN has four layers: the first is the input
layer consisting of 4 fuzzy neurons; the second has 4 ordinary neurons; the third consists of N
maximum fuzzy neurons, where N is determined during the training process and varies with the
network parameters and data distribution; the fourth has 2 maximum fuzzy neurons and one
competitive fuzzy neuron. Texture features were generated using the co-occurrence matrix for
Six-hundred and seventy regions manually cropped from 100 mammogram images. They
achieved 92% TP detection for mass lesions with 1.33 FP clusters/image. Shih-Chung et al.
[22] implemented a multiple circular path convolution neural network (MCPCNN) architecture
to detect mass lesions. As a first step, they divided each suspected tumor area into sectors and
computed mass features for each sector independently. Then, these sector features were applied
to the input layer and were coordinated by convolution kernels of different sizes that propagated
signals to the second layer in the neural network system. The best performance obtained for the
MCPCNN was 89% TP detection for the mass lesions in the mammogram images. Zheng and
Chan [23] presented an algorithm that combines several artificial intelligent techniques with the
discrete wavelet transform (DWT) for detection of masses in mammograms. They investigated
some AI techniques such as fractal dimension analysis, multi-resolution markov random field,
dogs-and-rabbits algorithm, and others to segment the mass lesions. The algorithm was
evaluated using 322 mammogram images from MIAS database and was found to segment mass
lesions with 97.3% TP with 3.92 FP clusters/image. Zwiggelaar et al. [19] proposed a statistical
model-based technique for the detection of two types of speculated lesions, those with linear
structures and those with central mass structures. The Principle Component Analysis (PCA)
technique models the central mass and the oriented pattern factor analysis technique models the
surrounding distorted pattern of the linear structures. The combination of these two techniques
provided a complete generic description of speculated lesions in the mammogram images. The
algorithm was implemented on a number of mammogram images and detected mass lesions
with 80% TP and 0.23 FP clusters/image. Arod´z et al. [20] proposed a pattern recognition
method for detecting mass lesions in the mammogram images. The method is based on a two
classifier classification scheme, using the AdaBoost and support vector machines (SVM). In the
best case the algorithm achieved accuracy of 76% for all lesion types and 90% with 10 % FP for
masses only where the SVM based algorithm did not perform well. Eltonsy et al. [21] proposed
a morphological model technique to detect the mass lesions in the mammogram images. Their
technique is based on the presence of concentric layers surrounding a focal area with suspicious
morphological characteristics and low relative incidence in the breast region. The technique was
implemented on 270 craniocaudal view cases from the DDSM and achieved 92% TP detection
of mass lesions with 5.4 FP clusters/image.

3. DATABASE RESOURCES
In this work, the mass detection algorithm is trained and tested on 70 mammographic images
from the University of South Florida (USF) and MIAS databases (40 from USF and the
remainder from MIAS). The USF database is a publicly available digital database for
mammography screening. Its images are collected from different medical schools and hospitals
across the USA. These images all have the same specification (3000 pixel × 4500 pixel and 16bit pixel depth). This database is divided into four volumes representing the different types of
diagnosis: normal, cancer, benign, and benign without call back. Normal images are from
patients with normal examination results that have had normal examinations in the previous four
years. A normal screening examination is one in which no further "work-up" is required. Cancer
images are from patients with screening examinations in which at least one pathology proven
cancer is found. Benign cases are from patients with screening examinations in which
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something suspicious was found, which turned out to be non-malignant (by pathology,
ultrasound or some other means). The term benign without callback is used to identify benign
cases in which no additional X-rays or biopsies were done.
The MIAS mammograms have been carefully selected from the United Kingdom National
Breast Screening Program. The 322 images represent 161 patients in the MIAS database. These
images have been expertly diagnosed and the positions of the MCs and mass lesions in each
image are recorded. The mammograms in this database were obtained using the medio-lateral
oblique (MLO) view and were digitized at a spatial resolution of 0.05 mm pixel size with 8-bit
density resolution. Four image sizes, corresponding to different breast sizes, are included in the
322 images from 161 patients: small (4320 pixel × 1600 pixel), medium (4320 pixel × 2048
pixel), large (4320 pixel × 2600 pixel) and extra large (5200 pixel × 4000 pixel). Digitization
was performed on a Joyce-Loeble scanning microdensitometer (SCANDIG-3) which has a
linear response in the range 0.0 to 3.2 optical densities.

4. PROPOSED METHOD
This section presents the techniques that are used to detect the mass lesions in the mammogram
images. Then the wavelet decomposition transform and SVM are used to reduce the detected FP
regions in the mammogram images as shown in Figure 1.
Mammogram
Image

Detection Region
of Interest

Processed
Image

Extraction
Wavelet
Feature

SVM

Figure 1. Mass detection flowchart.

4.1. Detection Region of Interest
As a first stage, the regions of interest which includes the mass lesions are detected using the
statistical and morphological techniques which are presented in the following subsections.

4.1.1. Peak Detection
Mass lesions appear in digitized mammograms as small to large regions, with intensity values
higher than the surrounding region. The maximum size of mass is usually less than 50 mm [12].
Therefore, two concentric masks are used for the initial detections of these regions as shown in
Figure 2. When centred on mass lesion, the inner masked region includes the mass lesion while
the outer masked region includes the background region.
Inner Mask
Outer Mask

Figure 2. Two concentric masks
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The size of the inner mask in pixels is determined by the resolutions of the USF and MIAS
databases which are 45 µm × 45 µm and 50 µm × 50 µm respectively. Therefore, the inner mask
of size 70 × 70 and outer mask of size 101× 101 are appropriate to initially detect mass regions
of size about 50 mm. The average value
value of the outer masked region, excluding the central
region, is used to characterize the surrounding region for comparison with the average value of
the inner masked region. So if the average of the inner mask is greater than the value of the
average of the
he outer mask then there is a peak, otherwise it will be ignored.

4.1.2. Thresholding Image and Using Morphological Operator
A global threshold value is set based on the average intensity for the detected peaks. As a result,
the output from this method is a binary image where the pixels that have values greater than
threshold value are set to 255 and the rest are set to 0 as shown in Figure 3(b).

(a) Original Image

(b) Binary Image

Figure 3. Mass lesion Threshold
Then, the morphological erosion process is applied in order to remove or reduce the area size
the small white region beside separation between the threshold objects. In some cases, the mass
lesion is so close to pectoral muscle as in this case, so erosion process is used to separate
between these two objects (mass lesion and the pectoral muscle) and at the same time it
eliminated small white regions as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Morphological result
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4.1.3. Objects
bjects Labelling and Size Filter
As illustrated before, the mass lesions have three different sizes, Small, medium and large size.
Based on this, the size filter will detect the mass lesion based on the following steps:
1. A novel one scan connected component labelling (OSCCL) algorithm [26] is implemented
on the images resulted from the erosion process. The main objective of the OSCCL is to give
a unique label for each object in the mammogram image as shown in Figure 5(b). Then the
area for each object is computed in pixels.
2. The algorithm tuned so that only masses are preserved after the detection step. Masses of
size smaller than 3mm or greater than 30mm not being significant for diagnosis must be left
out during detection since the large mass lesion are rarely found in mammogram images
[15].Mass
ss lesion has different shapes but the most appropriate size that can include the mass
lesion is the circular area. Assuming a circular shape, the maximum area and the minimum
area of a mass lesion are identified as 18000 pixel2 and 200 pixel2respectively since the
image resolution is 200 micron pixel size which presented by 5 pixels/mm. So, any object
exceeded these areas will be set to zero otherwise it will have a value 255 as shown in Figure
5(c).

(a) Thresholded Image

(b) CCL result

(c) the size filtering result (d) final output image
Figure 5. Processed image
After processing 70 mammogram images, in some mammogram cases the FP regions are appear
as shown in Figure 6. Therefore, the extraction wavelet features and SVM are used to remove
these FP regions which will be presented in following sections.
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(A)CCL

(B) Size filter

(C) Original Image
(D) FP detected Region
Figure 6. Detected FP region

4.2. Extraction Wavelet Features
In this section, wavelet decomposition is introduced as the main method for feature generation.
Due to the nature of mass lesions, which appear as a bright region within a mammogram, they
also appear as peak discontinuities for the wavelet transform [29]. This makes the wavelet
transform appropriate to detect
ct masses and for feature generation as it is argued that wavelets
have finite square supports and are best in capturing point discontinuities and not edges [30].
The Wavelet coefficients are divided into low (L) frequency approximation coefficients and
high (H) frequency detail-coefficients.
coefficients. The high frequency coefficients are further divided into
detail sub-bands:
bands: vertical (LH), horizontal (HL), and diagonal (HH) coefficients. The low
frequency (LL) approximation-coefficients
coefficients provide a reduced resolution representation of the
original image which can be transformed again according to the wavelet level applied. Applying
wavelet decomposition to an image will produce an approximation matrix that is a quarter of the
original area of an image.
Figure 7(A) showss the default view of wavelet decomposition with the features extracted from
the top left corner, which is the low frequency image from the second level of decomposition.
The results are shown more clearly by changing the default view to the alternative view,
vi
Figure
7(B), that shows all the images from each level separately and at the same size. This provides a
better view of the differences between levels of decomposition especially when looking at the
low frequency image that produces the approximation coefficients
coefficients for generated features. The
figure shows the original image at the top and below it are the approximations from level 1 and
level 2 of decomposition showing mass lesion in a larger area than from the original image.
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(B) Alternative view for wavelet features
(A) Wavelet decomposition view
Figure 7. DB4 decomposition wavelet at level 2
There are many different types of wavelet transforms that can be applied such as Haar,
Daubechies, Biorthogonal, Coiflets, Discrete Meyer ‘dMey’, and Symlets as well as many
different ways of defining features. In this paper, the wavelet Daucechies (BD4) transform is
used to generate the wavelet coefficient. These coefficients will be used to reduce number of the
detected FP regions that are produced in the previous section.
The wavelet DB4 is implemented on the segmented region of interest images of size 70 × 70
produced by the previous stage. Then, four main features are extracted based on the coefficients
of the low frequency image which are maximum value of the coefficients, minimum value of
the coefficients, average value of the coefficients, and standard deviation between the
coefficients. These features are extracted from low frequency image at each Daucechies (BD4)
levels. The maximum DB4 level that is considered in this work is level 3. Therefore, the total
number of features for the wavelet Daucechies transform is 12 features for each detected region
of interest as shown in the Figure 8.

Low Freq. Image
Level 3

Low Freq. Image
Level 2

Low Freq. Image
Level 1

12 Features which are max, min, average, and STD for each
level

Figure 8. Extraction wavelet features flowchart
Furthermore, in this paper the use of wavelet decomposition to generate features combined with
support vector machines for classifications the detected regions produced satisfying results in
reducing number of detected FP regions as it will be shown in the next section.
4.2. Classification Process Using SVM
Support Vector Machines (SVM) is a supervised learning technique that can be used for
classification and regression [32]. SVMs have a firm statistical foundation and are guaranteed to
converge to a global minimum during training. They are also considered to have better
generalization capabilities than neural networks [32]. SVMs were developed by Vapnik in [33]
based on statistical learning theory. SVM is known to be an excellent tool for binary
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classification problems, similar to the one here, by seeking the optimal separating hyperplane
that provides efficient separation of the data and maximizes the margin. In other words, SVM
takes the closest vectors from both classes, assuming they are linearly separable, and maximizes
the distance between them by a hyperplane. On the other hand, if the data are not linearly
separable, using kernel functions, SVM will map the data into a higher dimensional feature
space where the data can become linearly separable. More information on SVMs can be found
in [32] and [33].
Support vector machines are applied in the experiments described in the following sections to
evaluate the quality of different feature extraction sets and feature reduction for classification
purposes. In this work, there are only two output class labels: normal and abnormal. Hence, the
classification is binary.

4.2.1. Data Collection
As SVM is supervised learning technique then the inputs and the outputs data must be known.
The inputs data are 12 wavelet features that are extracted from the previous section. Therefore,
120 regions of interest resulted from processing 70 mammogram images. These regions include
true positive the false positive regions. As a result, the input matrix includes 12 rows with 120
columns. As the input features are set then the corresponding output class labels, normal and
abnormal are generated for each image where the output vector is set to 0.1 and 0.9 for normal
and abnormal classes respectively.
4.2.2. Learning Process
The SVM training and testing was carried out based on the statistical Jack-Knife technique [34]
in order to have a reliable results. So, the values of the input matrices are arranged in training
vectors in a manner similar to the Jackknife technique, where 80% of the inputs data were used
for the SVM training phases and the remaining 20% were used for the SVM testing phases.
The SVM learning algorithm used in this work employs the ANOVA kernel technique. The
ANOVA kernel technique was adopted because it produced the best classification performance,
in a different area of research [32, 33], compared to other types of kernels such as the dot,
polynomial, neural and radial kernels. The Anova kernel, which is shown in Eq.(1), has two
parameters, the gamma (γ) parameter and the exponential degree (d) parameter. These two
parameters control the shape of the kernel.



K ( x, y ) = ∑ exp(−γ ( xi − yi ))
 i


d

(1)

Therefore, different experimental results are implemented to find the optimal value to gamma
and the degree as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. SVM accuracy curves
As shown in the figure above, the optimal value SVM parameters are set as the degree 2 with
gamma value 5 with classification ratio 0.9.
5. ALGORITHM EVALUATION
The mass detection algorithm was applied first using 70 mass mammogram images from the
USF and MIAS database. The processed images were later subjectively compared with prediagnosis cases for the mammogram images from the databases in order to classify the detected
regions into TP and FP clusters as shown in Figures 10. Using these classified results, the TP
and FP comparisons with other authors was carried out and is shown in Table 1. It is worth
mentioning that the TP and FP rates in these authors’ publications are reported for different
mammogram images and use different benchmarks.
Table 1. The Comparison results using other author’s algorithms.
No. Algorithm
TP FP
1 Kom et al. [15]
95.91 2 FP/image
2 Qian et al.[16]
89.6 1 FP/image
3 Sun et al. [17]
90
3 FP/image
4 Cheng et al. [18]
92
1.33 FP/image
5 Shih-Chung et al. [22] 89
NA
6 Zheng and Chan [23] 97.3 3.92 FP/image
7 Zwiggelaar et al.[19] 80
0.23 FP/image
8 Arod´z et al. [20]
90
10% FP
9 Eltonsy et al.[21]
92
5.4 FP/image
10 Abubaker [28]
91
0.237 FP/image
11 Proposed Algorithm 93
0.05 FP/image
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Figure 10. Accurate Detection of Mass lesions
From table 1, it can be seen that the proposed mass detection algorithm achieves good overall
performance compared to other techniques for detected TP and FP regions. The TP percentage
achieved for the automatic detection of mass lesions in mammograms from both MIAS and
USF databases is about 94 % with a FP rate of about 0.05 clusters/ mammogram.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a novel method for detection the mass lesions in the mammogram images is
presented. The proposed method is design using three main stages, detection region of interest,
extraction wavelet features, and SVM. In detection region of interest the morphological
processing, object labelling, and size filtering are implemented. These steps employ filters
designed using the visual characteristics of mass lesions, particularly brightness and size. Then
the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and support vector machines (SVM) with the ANOVA
kernel are proposed in reducing the number of the FP regions in the mammogram images. This
technique is successfully tested on 70 mass mammogram images with an accuracy detection rate
93% TP with 0.05 clusters/ mammogram FP regions.
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